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Abstract
We show that the E+-class can be decided by resolution using a liftable order, when the
order is applied a posteriori. This is a surprising result, because the decision procedure for the
E+-class was one of the motivations for the study of non-liftable orders. Also surprising is the
behaviour of the resolution process. Initially the maximal depth at which a variable occurs can
increase, but it will not increase more than a certain bound. We do not make use of any type
of saturation rule in our resolution strategy. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We are concerned in this paper with resolution decision procedures. Resolution was
created by Robinson [14] as a technique for eciently nding proofs on a computer.
Resolution was a large step forward, compared to the techniques that were explored
earlier. However, shortly after its introduction the so-called renements were intro-
duced. These are restrictions which preserve completeness. (at least for some class of
problems under consideration) Originally the development of renements was inspired
by improving the eciency of nding a proof, but it was realized [5] that resolution
could also be used in enforcing termination in case there exists no proof. This gives
rise to resolution decision procedures. Resolution decision procedures make it possi-
ble to use proof-theoretic techniques in an originally model-theoretic eld. Moreover,
these procedures have high practical contents. Most of them have been implemented.
Development of resolution decision procedures demonstrates that the eld of theorem
proving is not just a collection of engineering tricks. Some of the techniques used in
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the eld are based on fundamental proof theoretic results. Resolution is closely re-
lated to sequent calculus (see [7, 9]). This theoretical approach to theorem proving is
elaborated by Leitsch in [6].
One of the most fundamental classes decidable by resolution is the E+-class. There
are not many natural problems in E+; but it is fundamental because it is the most basic
class that is decidable by resolution, and the techniques developed for E+ are likely
to generalize to more applicable classes.
The E+ class is dened as the set of clauses in which all literals have the same set of
variables, and are weakly covering. The class was introduced by Tanel Tammet [15]. It
was shown there (see also [4]) that the following order is terminating on E+: A<v B
i the maximal depth at which a variable occurs in A is strictly less than the depth
at which a variable occurs in B: Although resolution with this order terminates on the
class E+; it does not satisfy the liftability condition: A<v B)A<v B: Because of
this, completeness of <v on E+ was open until [10, 11], where a technique for proving
completeness of non-liftable orders was introduced, called the resolution game. In fact,
the E+ class was one of the motivations for its introduction.
In this paper we show that the E+ class can be decided by a liftable order after all,
when it is applied a posteriori. In [4, pp. 109], this is posed as an open problem.
In [6], there is a termination proof for the class E1; (under the name K), which
is essentially E+ restricted to 1-variable clauses. (The E+ class is also mentionend
there, under the name K; on p. 223. It is claimed there that saturation techniques are
required.)
We here prove termination for the full E+ class, with a fully liftable order, and
without saturation rules. The behaviour of the renement is surprising. Initially growth
of the depth (and the variable depth) is possible but only up to a certain bound.
1.1. The resolution calculus
We briey introduce the resolution calculus. Resolution operates on a subset of rst-
order formulae, namely the set of universally quantied disjunctions.
Denition 1.1. We assume a xed set of functions=constant symbols F; a xed set of
predicate=propositional symbols P; and a xed set of variables V: The set of terms is
recursively dened as follows:
1. A variable is a term.
2. If t1; : : : ; tn; with n>0; are terms, and f2F; then f(t1; : : : ; tn) is a term.
If t1; : : : ; tn; with n>0; are terms, and p2P; then p(t1; : : : ; tn) is an atom.
A literal is an atom A; or its negation :A: Atoms of the form A are called positive.
Atoms of the form :A are called negative.
A clause is a nite set of literals.
A term that contains no variables is called ground. A term of the form c is called
constant. A term of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn); with n>0; is called functional.
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If c= fA1; : : : ; Apg is a clause, then the meaning of c is 8X1   Xn(A1 _    _Ap);
where X1; : : : ; Xn are the variables of c: The meaning of the empty clause fg; is ?:
We introduce some complexity measures for atoms=literals=clauses, that we will use
later:
Denition 1.2.
 Let A be a term or atom. The depth of A is recursively dened as follows:
 If A is a variable, then Depth(A)= 1:
 Depth(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) equals the maximum of f1; 1+Depth(t1); : : : ; 1+Depth(tn)g:
The depth of a literal equals the depth of its atom. The depth of a clause c equals
the maximal depth of a literal in c; or 0 for the empty clause.
 Let A be a term or atom. The vardepth of A is recursively dened as follows:
 If A is ground, then Vardepth(A)= − 1:
 If A is a variable, then Vardepth(A)= 0:
 Otherwise Vardepthf(t1; : : : ; tn) equals the maximum of f1 + Vardepth
(t1); : : : ; 1 + Vardepth(tn)g:
The vardepth of a literal equals the vardepth of its atom. The vardepth of a clause
c equals the maximal depth of a literal in c: The vardepth of the empty clause is
dened as −1:
 Let A be an atom=literal=clause. Var(a) is dened as the set of variables that occur
in A:
 Let c be an atom=literal=clause.Varnr(c) equals the size of Var(c):
There is a possible confusion in the fact that Depth(p(s(X )))= 3; while Vardepth
(p(s(X )))= 2: This is due to the fact that the vardepth is dened as the depth at
which the variable X occurs, where the depth is (in this case) the depth to which the
variable X contributes.
Denition 1.3. A substitution is a nite set of variable assignments of the form
fV1 := t1; : : : ; Vn := tng; such that Vi 6= ti; and Vi=Vj ) ti= tj: The rst condition en-
sures non-redundancy, the second condition ensures consistency.
The eect of  on a term=atom=literal A is dened as the result of replacing simulta-
neously the Vi by their ti: We write A for the eect of  on term A:
If 1 and 2 are substitutions, then the composition of 1 and 2 is dened as the
substitution fV :=V12 jV 6=V12g:
For two literals A and B a unier is a substitution ; such that A=B: A most
general unier  is a substitution such that A=B; and
80(A0=B0))9(0=  ):
For the composition holds, for all terms A that A(12)= (A1)2: One could also
dene a substitution as a function  from variables to terms, for which (V ) 6=V
only nitely often.
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Denition 1.4. We dene the ordered resolution and factorization rules: Let  be an
order on literals. The order is used to select the literals in the clauses that can be
used for resolution or factorization. Only the maximal literals in a clause can be used.
There are two possible moments at which the ordering can be used. The rst is before
the substitution. This is called a priori application. The second moment is after the
substitution. This is called a posteriori application. We dene them both:
A priori: Let fA1g[R1 and f:A2g[R2; be two clauses, s.t.
 fA1g[R1 and f:A2g[R2 have no variables in common,
 A1 and A2 have mgu ;
 for no A2R1; it is the case that A1  A;
 for no A2R2; it is the case that A2  A:
Then the clause R1[R2 is called an a priori ordered resolvent.
Let fA1; A2g[R be a clause, such that
 A1 and A2 have mgu ;
 for no A2R it is the case that A1  A:
The clause fA1g[R is called an a priori ordered factor of fA1; A2g[R:
A posteriori: Let fA1g[R1 and f:A2g[R2; be two clauses, s.t.
 fA1g[R1 and f:A2g[R2 have no variables in common,
 A1 and A2 have mgu ;
 for no A2R1; it is the case that A1  A;
 for no A2R2; it is the case that A2  A:
Then the clause R1[R2 is called an a posteriori ordered resolvent.
Let fA1; A2g[R be a clause, such that
 A1 and A2 have mgu ;
 for no A2R is it the case that A1  A:
Then the clause fA1g[R is called an a posteriori ordered factor of fA1; A2g[R:
It is not straightforward to nd an example where a priori and a posteriori dier
for the standard orders that are used in automated deduction. For this reason a priori
application of the ordering is the more common. An exception is the theorem prover
SPASS, which supports a posteriori orders [16].
The <d order that we will introduce in Section 3 is more restrictive when applied
a posteriori, than when applied a priori. A posteriori it will be restrictive enough to
enforce termination on the E+-class, while a priori unrestricted growth is possible,
(Example 3.12).
We now introduce the notion of liftability. Nearly all orders that are used in the
standard systems for automated deductions are liftable orders.
Denition 1.5. Let  be an order on literals. The order  is called liftable if it satises
the following condition, for all literals and substitutions:
A  B)A4B:
Here 4 is dened from A4B i A  B or A=B:
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A liftable order that does not distinguish A and :A; for each atom, is called an A-order.
Examples of liftable orders are orders based on the predicate symbols and the
Knuth-Bendix order. An order that is non-liftable is the vardepth order of Deni-
tion 3.2.
The following fact is well-known [2].
Theorem 1.6. Ordered resolution is complete for liftable orders. This is true for both
a priori and a posteriori application of the ordering.
The proof of this fact is based on the lifting lemma, see for example [4].
In fact the completeness proof can be done with a weaker notion of liftability, which
we give here, because we want to show later that the <v order, which was proven
complete before, is non-liftable. The <d order that we prove terminating for E+ in
this paper is an A-order, so it is liftable in the strong sense.
Denition 1.7. Let  be a relation on literals. We call  weakly liftable if it satises
the following conditions: For every unsatisable clause set C there is a propositionally
unsatisable clause set Cg consisting of instances of clauses in C; and an orderg;
such that for all A; B that can occur in a clause that is -derivable from C; for all ;
such that A; B occur somewhere in Cg; we have
A  B implies A g B or A=B:
The main point is that the relation into which lifting takes place need not be the
same as the ordering from which lifting takes place. Also it is sucient to consider
only the literals that can occur in unsatisable clause sets.
2. Weakly covering literals
In this section we introduce a class of literals that are called weakly covering literals.
They rst appeared in [15], and independently in the thesis of Fermuller, (see also
[4]) Weakly covering literals are the basis of many of the resolution decidable classes
including E+: Their usefulness is due to the fact that when two weakly covering literals
are unied, the result is not more complex than the larger of them. We will shortly
state the main facts.
Denition 2.1. A literal A is covering if every functional subterm t of A contains all
variables of A: It is weakly covering if every non-ground, functional subterm t of A
contains all variables of A:
We will not make use of covering literals, but we included the denition for sake
of completeness. Covering and weakly covering literals are typically the result of
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Skolemization, when the prex ends in an existential quantier. If a function free
atom a(x; y) in the scope of a quantier prex 8x9y is Skolemized, the result equals
a(x; f(x)); which is covering. If a(x; y) contains ground terms, then the result is weakly
covering. For the proofs of the following facts we refer to Fermuller et al. [4]. We men-
tion the facts here, so that we can refer to them when we need them in the following
section.
Theorem 2.2. Let A and B be weakly covering literals that have an mgu : Let
C =A=B: Then
1: C is weakly covering;
2: One of the following holds: Either Vardepth(C)6Vardepth(A) and Varnr(C)6
Varnr(A); or Vardepth(C)6Vardepth(B) and Varnr(C)6Varnr(B):
Note that Theorem 2.2 alone does not prevent unbounded growth of the unier. This is
because of the fact that, although the variable depth of C is bounded, C may contain
arbitrarily large ground terms. The following controls this problem:
Lemma 2.3. Let C =A=B be a most general unier of two weakly covering
literals. If C is not ground; then every ground term of C occurs either in A or in B:
This restricts the introduction of new ground terms to ground literals. This will turn
out sucient.
What we have until now is not sucient, because we also need something to control
the side literals of resolved clauses. Let R1[R2 be a resolvent of fA1g[R1 and
f:A2g[R2: Theorem 2.2 states that A1 is weakly covering and bounded in variable
depth, but we have proven nothing about the literals in Ri: First we state that they
are weakly covering, after that we state that their variable depth is bounded.
Theorem 2.4. Let A and B be literals which are both weakly covering. Let Var(A)
Var(B); and let  be a substitution such that B is weakly covering. Then A is
weakly covering.
Lemma 2.5. Let A and B be literals; which are both weakly covering. Let Var(A)
Var(B);Vardepth(A)6Vardepth(B); and let  be a substitution. Then Vardepth(A)
6Vardepth(B); and Var(A)Var(B):
3. The E+-class
We are now ready to introduce the E+-class.
Denition 3.1. Let C be a clause set. C is in the class E+ if for every clause c2C
the following holds:
1. For all A; B2 c; it is the case that Var(A)=Var(B):
2. All literals A2 c are weakly covering.
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Sometimes the E+-class is dened in an extended manner in which the clauses are
allowed to consist of more than one component. Then the rst condition would be
replaced by: Either Var(A)=Var(B); or Var(A)\Var(B)= ;:
It was already known that the E+-class is decidable, and that it can be decided by
the following order, when it is applied a priori:
Denition 3.2. Let A and B be two literals. A<v B if Vardepth(A)<Vardepth(B):
This order is non-liftable, which makes it dicult to prove completeness, but proving
termination is fairly easy. With the liftable order <d that we will introduce later, the
picture is exactly reversed. Proving termination is dicult, but the completeness is a
standard result.
That the order <v is non-liftable, can be seen from the following: We have
p(X; s(0))<vp(s(X ); 0) and p(s(0); X )<vp(0; s(X )):
Applying fX := 0g we obtain
p(0; s(0))<v p(s(0); 0) and p(s(0); 0)<v p(0; s(0))
which contradicts the fact that <v is an order.
Showing that <v cannot satisfy Denition 1.7 is more involved. We need to show that
the previous conict can be enforced by a clause set: Take the clause set
C = ffp(0; s(X ))g; f:p(X; s(0)); p(s(X ); 0)g; f:p(s(0); X )gg:
C is unsatisable, and the following set Cg is included in every unsatisable set of
ground instances:
Cg= ffp(0; s(0))g; f:p(0; s(0)); p(s(0); 0)g; f:p(s(0); 0)gg:
Since all the ground instances of the previous example lie in Cg; and there is no other
unsatisable set of ground instances, the order <v violates Denition 1.7.
Theorem 3.3. Let C be a set of clauses in E+: Every clause that can be derived
from C; (by unrestricted resolution; or factoring) is also in E+:
Proof. Follows from Theorems 2.2, 2.4 and Lemma 2.5.
Denition 3.4. Before we can dene the <d order we need to extend the denition
of Vardepth: We dene Vardepth(X; A) as the depth of the deepest occurrence of X
in A; when X occurs in A: Otherwise we put Vardepth(X; A)= −1: For negative literals
:A; we dene Vardepth(X;:A)=Vardepth(X; A):
The <d is dened as follows: Let A; B be two atoms: A<d B if
1. Depth(A)<Depth(B); and
2. for every variable X that occurs in A; Vardepth(X; A)<Vardepth(X; B):
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Note that A<d B implies Var(A)Var(B): This order is dened in [4, p. 106]. In
an older version of this report we used another ordering ; which had the second
condition replaced by Vardepth(A)<Vardepth(B): This happens to be the same on the
E+-class, but not in general. The -order is only weakly liftable on E+ while the <d
order is a fully liftable A-order.
Theorem 3.5. Relation <d is an A-order.
Proof. We rst show that <d is an order: It is impossible that Depth(A)<Depth(A):
From this it follows that <d is irreexive. Assume that A<d B; and B<d C: Then
we have Depth(A)<Depth(B) and Depth(B)<Depth(C): Because of this Depth(A)
<Depth(C): Let X be a variable occurring in A: We have Vardepth(X; A)<Vardepth
(X; B): This implies that X occurs in B: Then we also have Vardepth(X; B)<Vardepth
(X; C): But then Vardepth(X; A)<Vardepth(X; C):
We have shown that <d is an order. It remains to show that <d is liftable. As-
sume that A<d B; so we have Depth(A)<Depth(B); and for all variables X occur-
ring in A; Vardepth(X; A)<Vardepth(X; B): If Depth(A)=Depth(A); then it follows
from Depth(B)6Depth(B) and Depth(A)<Depth(B) that Depth(A)<Depth(B):
If Depth(A)<Depth(A); then there is a variable X occurring at some depth da; which
has been replaced by a term t of depth dt; such that Depth(A)=da + dt: Since vari-
able X also occurs in B at depth db>da; the resulting Depth(B)>db + dt>da +
dt =Depth(A):
Let X be a variable occurring in A: There must be a variable Y occurring in A; such
that X occurs in Y: (It is possible that X =Y; and there is no assignment for Y in )
If va=Vardepth(Y; A); and vb=Vardepth(Y; B); then va<vb: Let v=Vardepth(X; Y):
We have Vardepth(X; A)= va + v<vb + v6Vardepth(X; B):
The termination proof for the <v order is based on the fact that it is impossible to
derive a clause c; with Vardepth(c)>Vardepth(C); or containing more variables than a
clause of C: This, together with Lemma 2.3 ensures termination. So it is possible that
Depth(c)>Depth(C); for a derived clause, but this is harmless, as this can be caused
only by a nite set of ground terms.
Example 3.6. Put c1 = fp(X; Y; s(f(X; Y ))); q(X; Y; s(f(X; Y )))g; and c2 = f:p(s(s(0));
X; Y )g: The resolvent c= fq(s(s(0)); Y; s(f(s(s(0)); Y )))g is allowed. We have Vardepth
(c)6Vardepth(c1); Varnr(c)6Varnr(c1); but Depth(c)>Depth(c1); Depth(c2): The
ground term s(s(0)) originates from c2:
This is not true for the a posteriori <d-order, as can be seen from the following
example:
Example 3.7. Put c1 = f:p(X; s4(0)); p(s(X ); s4(0))g: Resolving the clause twice with
itself is allowed, and results in c= f:p(X; s4(0)); p(s4(X ); s4(0))g; with Vardepth(c)
= 4 and Vardepth(c1)= 1:
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We will show however that it is not possible to continue this initial growth. For the
proof we introduce the following notion v. We will show that in derived clauses all
literals with a depth greater than a certain value are v-equivalent. This makes that the
<v and the <d orders coincide in suciently deep literals.
Denition 3.8. Let A and B be literals. We dene the following notions:
1. AvB i
Depth(A)− Vardepth(A)6Depth(B)− Vardepth(B):
2. AB i AvB and BvA.
We have p(X; s(0))vp(X; s(s(0))), but not p(X; s(0))vp(X; 0).
We have the following technical fact:
Lemma 3.9. Let A and B be weakly covering literals with Var(A)=Var(B). Let 
be a substitution; such that A is non-ground. Then
Vardepth(A)− Vardepth(B)=Vardepth(A)− Vardepth(B):
Proof. Because the deepest term in both A and B must contain all variables.
Theorem 3.10. The relation v satises the following conditions:
(O1) Always AvA.
(O2) AvB and BvC implies AvC.
(L1) For weakly covering A and B; with Var(A)=Var(B); for substitutions ; such
that A is non-ground;
AvB)AvB:
(L2) For weakly covering A and B; with Var(A)=Var(B); for substitutions ; such
that A is non-ground; if Depth(A)>Depth(A); then
AvB:
Proof. (O1) Because
Depth(A)− Vardepth(A)=Depth(A)− Vardepth(A):
(O2) Evidently,
Depth(A)− Vardepth(A)6Depth(B)− Vardepth(B)
and
Depth(B)− Vardepth(B)6Depth(C)− Vardepth(C)
implies
Depth(A)− Vardepth(A)6Depth(C)− Vardepth(C):
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(L1) Assume that AvB, so
Depth(A)− Vardepth(A)6Depth(B)− Vardepth(B):
We want to show that
Depth(A)− Vardepth(A)6Depth(B)− Vardepth(B):
Write k =Vardepth(B)− Vardepth(A)=Vardepth(B)− Vardepth(A).
Note that k is possibly negative. Let d=Depth(A). We must show that
Depth(B)>d + k. Let T be a deepest variable or constant in A. There
are two cases:
 T was introduced by . In that case T was also introduced in B, and T
causes there a depth of at least d+ k.
 T was already present in A. In that case Depth(A)=Depth(A)=d, and all
terms introduced by the substitution  had a depth not larger than Depth(A)−
Vardepth(A). Because of AvB it must be the case that
Depth(B)>d+ k.
(L2) Write k =Vardepth(B)−Vardepth(A)=Vardepth(B)−Vardepth(A). Let
T be a deepest variable or constant in A. Let d=Depth(T ). We have to
show that Depth(B)>d + k. Because Depth(A)>Depth(A) this T must
have been introduced by the substitution. Because of this T also occurs in
B. Then B must have a depth of at least d+ k.
Property (L1) does not hold when the substitution  makes the literals ground. The
following example demonstrates this: We have p(s(X ); s(0))vp(X; s(0)), but substi-
tution = fX := s(s(s(0)))g results in p(s(s(s(s(0)))); s(0)) 6vp(s(s(s(0))); s(0)).
Lemma 3.11. Let C be a clause set in E+. Let k be an integer with k>Depth(C).
For every non-ground clause c that is derivable from C with <d applied a posteriori;
the following holds:
1. If A; B2 c; and Depth(A); Depth(B)>k; then AB.
2. If A; B2 c; with Depth(A)>k; and Depth(B)6k; then AvB.
Proof. We already know that all derived clauses are in E+. Initially (1) and (2) are
trivially satised.
It is sucient to show that properties (1) and (2) are preserved by substitution, deletion
of a literal, and <d-ordered propositional resolution. This is because factorization and
resolution, using <d a posteriori can be decomposed into these rules.
 Deletion of a literal: Let c0 be obtained from c by deleting one literal. Whenever
A; B2 c0 also A; B2 c. Because of this A and B have the desired properties.
 Propositional resolution: Let c be a <d-ordered, propositional resolvent of the
clauses c1 = fAg[R1 and c2 = f:Ag[R2.
If both c1 and c2 contain no literals with depth >k, then also c contains no literals
with depth >k. Because of this c trivially satises (1) and (2).
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If one of c1; c2 contains a literal with depth >k, then Depth(A)>k. This can be
seen from the following:
Without loss of generality, assume that c1 contains a literal B with Depth(B)>k, but
that Depth(A)6k. Then evidently Depth(A)<Depth(B). Since BvA, by (2), it must
be the case that Vardepth(A)<Vardepth(B). But then we have A<dB, because A and
B are weakly covering, which is a contradiction, since B would block A.
Let B1; B2 be literals with Depth(B1); Depth(B2)>k. If B1 and B2 originate together
from R1, or R2, then (1) and (2) are trivially inherited. So assume, without loss of
generality, that B1 originates from R1 and B2 originates from R2. Since B1A; and
B2A, by induction, it must be the case that B1B2.
Let B; C be literals with Depth(B)>k, and Depth(C)6k. Without loss of generality,
assume that B originates from R1, and that C orginates from R2. Then by induction
we have AB and AvC. It follows that BvC.
 Substitution: Let  be a substitution not making c ground. Let A; B be a pair
of literals in c. Without loss of generality, consider the following cases. The other
cases are either impossible, or symmetric to one of the cases we consider:
1. Both Depth(A); Depth(B)6k, and both Depth(A); Depth(B)6k.
A and B trivially satisfy (1) and (2).
2. Both Depth(A); Depth(B)6k, and both Depth(A); Depth(B)>k.
It follows from Theorem 3.10, L2, that AB.
3. Both Depth(A); Depth(B)6k, and Depth(A)>k, but Depth(B)6k.
It follows from Theorem 3.10, L2, that AvB.
4. Depth(A)>k; Depth(B)6k, and Depth(A)>k; Depth(B)6k.
By induction AvB. It follows from Theorem 3.10, L1, that AvB.
5. Depth(A)>k; Depth(B)6k, and Depth(A); Depth(B)>k.
By induction AvB. It follows from Theorem 3.10, L1, that AvB. It follows
from L2, that BvA. Together this makes AB.
6. Depth(A);Depth(B)>k, and Depth(A); Depth(B)>k.
It follows from decomposing , twice applying Theorem 3.10, L1, that AB.
It is easy to check that this ensures preservation of (1) and (2).
This decomposition works because we use the order a posteriori. When the order
<d is applied apriori, things go wrong.
Example 3.12. Let
C = fp(0; s3(0))g; f:p(X; s3(0)); p(s(X ); s3(0))g:
The <d-order allows derivation of each fp(si(0); s3(0))g in the case of a priori appli-
cation.
So here we have an example of a situation where a priori and a posteriori application
of an order dier.
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Before we can prove the main theorem, we need the following facts:
Lemma 3.13. Let C be a set of clauses in E+. Let k be the maximal depth of a
clause in C. Then all <d-derivable clauses c have Vardepth(c)6k.
Proof. We rst show that there exists a bound k on the Vardepth of derivable clauses.
We take k =Depth(C), the depth of a deepest clause in C.
We show that no clause with Vardepth(C)>k, can be introduced. First of all note
that even unrestricted factoring cannot increase the variable depth of a clause, since
by Theorem 2.2 the subsitution  must be a weak renaming on at least one of the
literals, and because of this on the whole clause.
It remains to consider the resolution rule. We use the same decomposition as in
Theorem 3:11. Let c be the rst clause with Vardepth(c)>k. We show that there is
no such c. Clause c can be seen as the propositional resolvent of c1 = fA1g[R1
and c2 = f:A2g[R2.
Let B be a literal with Vardepth(B)>k. We show that B cannot exist, due to
the fact that its presence would block the derivation. First note that Vardepth(Ai)6k,
because of Theorem 2.2. Because of this we have Vardepth(Ai)<Vardepth(B).
Now suppose that Depth(Ai)>Depth(B)>k, then it would follow from
Lemma 3.11 that AivB, which is a contradiction with
Vardepth(Ai)<Vardepth(B) and Depth(Ai)>Depth(B):
So it must be the case that Depth(Ai)<Depth(B). But then the <d-order would
have blocked the derivation.
Now for termination Lemma 3.13 is not sucient. Lemma 3.13 does not exclude
the existence of the following innite set of clauses:
fp(X; 0)g; fp(X; s(0))g; fp(X; s(s(0)))g; fp(X; s(s(s(0))))g; : : : :
In order to complete the termination proof we need a type of restriction on the
ground terms that can occur in derivable clauses.
Lemma 3.14. Let C be a set of clauses in E+. Let c be derivable from C by unordered
resolution=factoring. If c is non-ground then every ground term of c occurs in C.
Proof. First note that every derived clause, of which one of the parents is ground, is
ground by itself. In the case of factoring this is immediate. In the case of resolution
let one of A1; A2 be ground. Let  be the mgu of A1 and A2. Then A1=A2 must
be ground. Because Var(R1)=Var(A1)=Var(R2) the resolvent R1[R2 is
ground.
It is sucient to prove that for every derived non-ground clause c every ground term
t that occurs in c, occurs in one of the parents of c, and this parent is also non-ground.
Then the ground term t inductively can be traced back into C.
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Let c=R1[R2 be a non-ground resolvent of fA1g[R1 and fA2g[R2. Because
of Lemma 2.3 every ground term u in A1 occurs in A1 or A2.
Let u be a ground term occurring in R1. (The case where u occurs in R2 goes
the same) If there is a term t in R1; such that t= u, then it might be ground. In that
case t= u; and u occurs in R1. If t is not ground, then  has replaced all variables
of t by ground terms. In that case the resolvent is ground. If there is no term t for
which t= u, then there must be a variable X in R1 such that u occurs in X. Then
X occurs in A1, term u occurs in A1, and hence u occurs in A1 or A2.
The situation where a clause is derived by factoring goes the same.
This at least proves that the set of derivable non-ground clauses is nite.
Theorem 3.15. Let C be a nite set of clauses in E+. With a posteriori ordered
resolution and factoring based on <d only a nite set of clauses can be derived
from C.
Proof. Let C be a nite set of clauses in E+. There is a nite set of ground terms T
in C. Let Cng be the set of derivable non-ground clauses. Cng must be nite in size,
because the variable depth is bound, and the ground terms of Cng occur in T .
It remains to show that the set of derivable ground clauses is nite. Partition the set
of ground clauses into
Cg=
[
i2N
Cg; i:
Here Cg; i= the set of ground clauses that can be derived in one step from clauses in
the Cg; j with j<i, and Cng.
Cg;0 is nite in size because it is included in the set of clauses that are one step
derivable from Cng. Let d be the maximum of Depth(Cng) and Depth(Cg;0). We show
by induction that for all i; Depth(Cg;i)6d.
For i>0, the set Cg;i consists purely of clauses derived by resolution with a ground
parent in a Cg;j; j<i, and with a non-ground parent in Cng. Write c=R1[R2,
write fA1g[R1 for the ground parent, fA2g[R2 for the non-ground parent. Certainly
Depth(R1)6d, because R1=R1. Suppose Depth(R2)>d. Then A2<d R2, be-
cause there are no variables in A2 and R2. Then derivation of c would have been
blocked.
4. Conclusions
We have succeeded in giving a terminating resolution renement for the E+ class,
based on an A-order. With it we solved an open problem in [4]. It should be decided
by experiments as to which of the strategies is better: Using <v a priori, or <d a
posteriori. Both have their advantages. The <v gives a better bound a on the term
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size, because the variable depth cannot increase. On the other hand the <d order can
be combined with full subsumption, because it is an A-order.
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